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While the integration of financial markets is accelerating,  the relationship between each 
market is increasingly closed. The risk of a single subsidiary market may spread to other markets 
through mechanism of action between each others, and even affect the stability of the financial 
system. As two important parts in the financial system -capital market and insurance market, the 
research on interactive development and conduction of the two markets is of great significance to 
maintain the stability of the financial system in our country. 
 At first, this paper theoretically analyses the necessity of the interactive development  between 
insurance market and capital market and cross-market risk may be produced .Then it analysis 
interactive status between Chinese insurance market and capital market in the investment business 
level, investment-oriented insurance product level and capital financing level. 
On empirical research, this article selects the premium income increasing rate and the return 
on investment of insurance funds to measure insurance business income and investment income,  
and it selects the return on the SSE Composite Index yield and return on Beacon of all debt index 
to measure the stock market and bond market . This paper using the GARCH model and dynamic 
correlation coefficient to analysis of interactivity and risk between insurance market and the 
capital market . The study shows that the insurance market is not significantly associated with a 
bond market, stock market investment in the insurance market plays a significant role in the 
business income of risk conduction .The stock market is no significant risk spillover effects of 
premium income. 
Finally, on the basis of the analysis of the empirical results, combined with interactive status 
quo of China's capital market and insurance market, the paper makes some suggestions on main 
point of development on the insurance products and risk management of insurance funds. 
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动性风险。由于财务损失和股价下跌带来的巨大压力，AIG 不得不出售 AIG 私


































































































































1. 本文主要研究误差分布为正态分布情况下的 DCC-GARCH 模型，然而在
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